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ABSTRACT

We propose an improved measuring technique for microwave currents in superconductive circuits, demonstrate it experimentally, and
validate the experimental data with numerical simulations. Contemporary superconductive electronics widely uses planar circuits with
micrometer-scale elements for a variety of applications. With the rise of complexity of a circuit and increase in the number of its compo-
nents, a simple impedance measurement is often not efficient for the diagnosis of problems, nor for clarifying the physics underlying the cir-
cuit response. The established Laser Scanning Microscopy (LSM) technique generates micrometer-scale images of the amplitude of the
microwave currents in a planar superconductive circuit, but not the phase of the oscillating currents. Here, we present a more powerful type
of LSM imaging containing signal phase information. We employ a fast-optical modulator in order to synchronize the phase of the laser
intensity oscillation with the phase of the probing microwave signal. The loss induced in a laser illuminated area strongly depends on the
phase difference between the RF probing signal and the laser beam modulation. As a proof of concept, we present the phase-sensitive LSM
measurements of the inner mode currents in a planar superconductive resonator and confirm the data with numerical simulation of the reso-
nator’s electrodynamics.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5109726

The low-current superconductive electronics widely employs pla-
nar thin-film circuits for a variety of applications. To mention a few,
these are devices for quantum metrology, quantum computing, ultra-
sensitive terahertz detectors, SQUID magnetometers, etc.1–3 With the
rise of complexity of circuits and increasing number of components, a
simple impedance measurement may not be efficient for verifying cir-
cuit functionality. Employing spatially resolved techniques for imaging
microwave currents makes it possible to better understand circuit oper-
ation regimes and their properties. In this respect, Laser Scanning
Microscopy (LSM) is a potential tool for imaging the RF current distri-
butions in planar superconducting circuits with micrometer-scale reso-
lution. The currently available LSM technique provides information on
the local amplitude of the microwave currents in a circuit, but not the
phase of these currents.4,5 Making LSM imaging phase sensitive would
significantly improve the understanding of the dynamics of interactions
between different parts of the circuit and may allow for detecting com-
plex modes of oscillations therein. Demonstration of a proof of concept
of the phase-sensitive LSM operation is the purpose of this work.

The existing LSM technique employs a focused laser beam for
scanning the surface of a superconducting circuit. In the area illu-
minated by the laser beam, superconductivity is locally depressed
by generation of quasiparticles due to breaking of the Cooper pairs
(photoresponse) and by the heating effect of the laser radiation.
The combined effect of laser radiation and the microwave signal is
the AC loss proportional to the square of the amplitude of the RF
current in the illuminated area.4 In a typical LSM measurement,
the transmitted (or reflected) microwave signal amplitude is regis-
tered and mapped as a function of the XY laser beam position,
effectively resulting in imaging of the amplitudes of the microwave
currents in the circuit.

The central idea of this work is to develop a more powerful
type of LSM measurement depicting signal phase information. We
are using a fast-optical modulator for synchronizing the oscilla-
tions of the laser intensity with the frequency of the probing
microwave signal. The loss induced in the laser illuminated area of
the superconductive circuit is strongly dependent on the phase
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difference between the RF probing signal and the phase of the laser
beam modulation.

The detection mode of the microwave signal is essential for
obtaining the LSM response. In the traditional (scalar) LSM, the trans-
mission of the microwave signal is modulated at a relatively low fre-
quency fM by pulse-driving the laser power supply. The amplitude of
the induced pulsation of the microwave signal at the frequency fM is
measured at the circuit output with a lock-in amplifier employing the
signal driving the laser power as the reference signal. The amplitude at
the lock-in-phase (I) output constitutes the LSM response.4

For the phase-sensitive LSM mode described here, we use the
same reference oscillator to phase-lock the microwave signal
source and the laser beam power modulation. As a simple example,
let us consider LSM operation with the microwave signal in the
superconductive circuit oscillating at the frequency f with the
phase u, and the laser beam pulse-modulation at the frequency fM
¼ f/2 with the phase equal to zero (Fig. 1). While the f/2 frequency
component is absent in the spectrum of the incoming microwave
signal, it will be present at the circuit output port due to modula-
tion of the circuit transmission by the laser beam power. The para-
metrically generated f/2 signal will thus be detected with a lock-in
amplifier using the driving signal of the laser beam modulator as a
reference. Normally, only a small part of the superconductive cir-
cuit is affected by the laser beam, and therefore the signal a(t) is
only slightly dimmed by the applied laser power by a small factor a
� 1 corresponding to the scalar LSM response amplitude. The sig-
nal at the superconductive circuit may be written as:

a tð Þ ¼ 1� ab tð Þð Þsin 2pft þ uð Þ; (1)

where b(t) is the unitary rectangular pulse train with the frequency fM
¼ f/2 [Fig. 1(b)] that can be represented as a sum
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Substituting (2) into (1), we obtain:
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where the f/2 spectral component of the microwave signal a(t) may be
represented as a sum of in-phase and quadrature components I and Q
that we measure at the I and Q outputs of the lock-in amplifier in the
LSM experiment
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or
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4
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cos uð Þ and Q ¼ a
2
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sin uð Þ: (5)

The values of I and Q of the f/2 component in the microwave spec-
trum are directly measured in experiment at the LSM with a lock-in
amplifier. Both I and Q are proportional to the induced loss factor a,
and the phase u is equal to the phase of the RF signal at frequency f in
the area illuminated by the focused laser beam. Using Eq. (5), the
amplitude and the phase of the RF signal in the superconductive cir-
cuit may be calculated from the measured I and Q values.

FIG. 1. Laser scanning microscopy schematics. The LSM setup is identical to that reported in Ref. 4, except that the light modulator is inserted between the laser source
(640 nm) and the microscope optics. (a) Detection of the LSM signal: A microwave signal at frequency f is transmitted through the superconductive planar circuit installed in a
cryostat with an optical window. The laser beam is focused on the surface of the superconductive circuit at the position X1Y1 controlled by the X-Y scanner. (b) The laser beam
intensity is pulse-modulated at the frequency f/2 phase-locked with the RF source. (c) The time profile of the loss induced by the laser beam follows the beam intensity modula-
tion, resulting in a small variation in the output RF signal. (d) The dotted line is the input signal and the continuous line is the output signal of the superconductive circuit. As a
result of parametric interaction in the illuminated area, a signal is generated at the differential frequency (f/2) of the RF signal and the laser modulation frequency. The I and Q
components of the signal at f/2 are measured with a lock-in amplifier and are used to determine the phase and the amplitude of the RF signal. Mapping of the amplitude and
phase over the superconductive microcircuit is made with the help of an X-Y scanner. The details of the RF to sample connection are pictured in Fig. 2(b).
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If we study the RF current distribution of the inner modes in a
planar weakly coupled resonator, the LSM data should be relatively
simple and, with appropriate reference, the phase u of the RF oscilla-
tions will be 0 or p. Consequently, the Q component will be close to
zero, when the component I from (5) will be changing the sign at the
antinodes of the standing wave. The sign inversion at the adjacent
nodes would not be possible to detect with traditional scalar LSM.
Demonstration of this particular effect is used as a proof of concept in
our work.

For the experimental demonstration of a phase-sensitive LSM oper-
ation, we use a superconductive distributed resonator formed by a planar
Archimedean spiral with multiple inner modes shown in Fig. 2(a). The
resonator can be excited by the magnetic RF field perpendicular to its
plane. We use the two current loops terminating the input and output
coaxial lines as LSM signal ports, as described in Refs. 6 and 7 [see also
the icon in Fig. 2(b)]. The spectrum of inner modes of an Archimedean
spiral is normally described by the following harmonic rule:8

fn ¼
nl
c
; (6)

where l is the total length of the resonator spiral line, c is the speed of
light in the media, and n is the mode number (n¼ 1, 2, 3…).
Moreover, it was also found that the radial profile of the inner modes
follows a simple expression

In r=Reð Þ ¼ Imaxsin pn r=Reð Þ2
� �

; (7)

with its precision better than 5%.8 Here, In is the amplitude of micro-
wave current of the inner mode number n¼ 1, 2, 3…, Re is the exter-
nal radius of the Archimedean spiral, and r is the radial distance from
the center of the spiral.

For LSM verification, we fabricated a compact NbN spiral reso-
nator at the sapphire substrate shown in Fig. 2(a). Here, the
Archimedean spiral has 72 turns with an external radius of
Re¼ 1.44mm. The spiral line is 10mm wide and about 10 nm thick.
The LSM imaging of the current waveform of the standing waves was
performed at the resonance frequencies of the spiral in a liquid helium
cryostat described in Ref. 4. The spiral is inserted into a microwave
line between two weakly coupled magnetic coils, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 2(b). At the frequencies of spiral resonances, the loop-to-loop
coupling peaks.6,7 The measured spectrum of the inner modes of the
spiral is presented in Fig. 2(b). The resonance frequencies of the first
three modes are harmonically related in proportion close to 1:2:3, as in

Eq. (6), and were excited at about 143 MHz, 309 MHz, and 452MHz.
It has been reported that in the NbN films as thin as in our experi-
ment, the electron-phonon relaxation time is relatively short, on the
order of 10–20 of picoseconds,9 much faster than the signal oscillations
in the present experiment, and we could ignore relaxation time effects
for now. A more detailed simulation of the NbN resonator with HFSS
(ANSYS High Frequency Structure Simulator) presented below shows
that the kinetic inductance in the NbN film affects the resonance fre-
quencies of the sample, reducing the resonance frequencies by about
30% in respect of Eq. (6).

The LSM images of the RF currents of the first three modes of
the spiral resonator measured with the phase sensitive (bottom line)
and conventional4 (top line) LSM operation modes are presented in
Fig. 3. We are using the same setup of the LSM as in Ref. 4, except for
the light modulator (AM635) inserted between the laser (10lW at

FIG. 2. (a) Planar superconductive reso-
nator shaped as an Archimedean spiral.
The spiral diameter is 2.88 mm. The spiral
line and spacing are 10mm wide and the
NbN film is about 10 nm thick. (b) The
measured spectrum of the inner modes of
the spiral. The spiral is connected to the
microwave lines through two coupling
loops, as shown in the insert. At the spiral
resonance frequency, the loop-to-loop
magnetic coupling (S21) peaks. The reso-
nance frequencies of the first three modes
scale approximately in the proportion
1:2:3 (143 MHz, 309 MHz, and 452MHz).

FIG. 3. LSM imaging of the X-Y distribution of RF currents at the 1–3 inner modes
of the spiral resonator pictured in Fig. 2. The phase-sensitive LSM images are in
the bottom line and the traditional LSM images4,8 are in the top line. The plotted
value is the in-phase component I at the LSM lock-in amplifier output [Eq. (5)]. The
LSM field of view is about 4� 4mm and the spiral diameter is 2.88mm (dashed
line). The individual spiral turns are not fully resolved because the wide field LSM
optics spatial resolution is less than 20mm. The image coloring ranges from bright
(higher LSM response amplitudes) to a color darker than the image background
(negative LSM response). A bright spot indicates a short between the two turns of
the spiral. Notably, the images of the first mode current distribution are identical,
while for the second and third modes they differ. The phase-sensitive LSM images
of the second and third modes demonstrate the contrast inversion in the adjacent
antinodes.
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640nm) and the LSM optics. The plotted value is the measured in-
phase component I at the LSM lock-in amplifier output (SR844). In
this experiment, at each resonant frequency, the phase reference at the
lock-in amplifier was adjusted to maximize the component I output,
putting Q close to zero. The measured 2D distributions of RF currents
in the first three modes in the spiral superconductive resonator are
center-symmetric and present a combination of circular nodes and
antinodes. The individual spiral turns are not fully resolved because
the wide field LSM optics spatial resolution is less than 20mm. A
bright spot indicates a short between the two turns of the spiral, show-
ing an ease for detecting anomalies in complex superconductive cir-
cuits with LSM. In the phase-sensitive mode, the short is visible when
the data are taken with a better space resolution, see Fig. 4(e). The col-
oring in the images of Fig. 3 ranges from bright (higher LSM response
amplitudes) to a color darker than the image background (negative
LSM response). In phase-insensitive, conventional measurements, the
laser beam is modulated at low frequency (1MHz), while in the phase-
sensitive regime the beam is pulse-modulated at 1=2 of the microwave
signal frequency (i.e., at fn/2). Notably, the images of the first mode are
identical, while in the second and third modes they differ. The latter
two images demonstrate the phase inversion in the adjacent antinodes,
confirming the expected operation in the LSM phase-sensitive mode.

Moreover, we checked the phase-sensitive LSM measuring tech-
nique by tracing the radial profile of the inner modes of the spiral

resonator along the dotted line, as shown in Fig. 3 upper left icon. We
did an LSM radial scan with a higher optical resolution objective, giv-
ing micrometer-scale spatial resolution and allowing detecting LSM
response of the individual turns of the spiral line in resonator. Figure 4
presents radial line scans of the second and third modes in a spiral res-
onator at frequencies 309 MHz and 451MHz, respectively, measured
at the in-phase LSM lock-in amplifier output I, and normalized to get
the maximum amplitude equal to 1. The LSM response peaks at the
crossings of the spiral turns and is close to zero between them. The
phase-sensitive LSM data are shown in the bottom [Figs. 4(c) and
4(d)] and the conventional phase-insensitive data are presented in the
top row [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. As in the Fig. 3 data, for phase-
insensitive measurements, the light beam is modulated at a low fre-
quency of 1MHz, and in the phase-sensitive regime, the laser beam is
pulse-modulated at 1=2 of the microwave signal frequency. The enve-
lope of the measured curves [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] resemble the model
predictions given by Eq. (7). The phase inversion at the adjacent antin-
odes is clearly visible as alternation of the sign of the LSM signal in
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). The conventional scalar LSM signal shown in Figs.
4(a) and 4(b) produces a nearly identical profile, but without change
of the phase.

The measured phase-sensitive LSM data have been verified in
more detail with numerical HFSS simulation of the current distribu-
tion in the 2nd and 3rd modes of the spiral resonator. In the HFSS

FIG. 4. Radial LSM scan of the RF current waveform of 2nd and 3rd inner modes of the spiral resonator. The scan is made along the dotted line of Fig. 3, upper left, at
309 MHz (a) and (c) and 451MHz (b) and (d), respectively. The data in (a)–(d) are the LSM response voltage measured at the in-phase output of the lock-in amplifier. The
phase-sensitive LSM data are in the bottom row (c) and (d) and the phase-insensitive data are in the top row (a) and (b). The LSM response voltage is normalized to the maxi-
mum value. The individual spiral turns are resolved, making narrow spikes in LSM response. The phase inversion at the adjacent antinodes is well visible when measured with
the proposed phase-sensitive version of the LSM. In (e) and (f), the RF currents’ HFSS simulation (dotted line) is compared with the measured LSM data. For image clarity,
the sign of the HFSS simulated curves is inverted against the measured data. In (e) and (f), the measured amplitude of RF currents is obtained as a square root of the LSM
voltage.4 The accidental short between the spiral turns is included in the HFSS model. The HFSS calculated curve shapes and nodes’ positions match well with the observed
in-phase-sensitive LSM data (e) and (f), validating the measurement technique.
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model of the spiral resonator, the kinetic inductance per square of the
NbN film is 0.015 nH/�, consistent with the penetration depth of
about k¼ 340nm. The defect in the sample, a short between the spiral
turns in the central area, is taken into account. The measured and the
HFSS generated radial profiles of the currents of the resonator inner
modes are displayed in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f). Here, the HFSS simulated
data are drawn with a dotted line (the top curve at the edge of the spi-
ral at r/Re ¼ 1). For better perception, in order to avoid a messy over-
lap of the curves, the sign is inverted in HFSS simulated against the
measured profiles. The experimental amplitude of the RF currents is
obtained as a square root of the absolute value of the measured LSM
response.4 All data in Fig. 4 are normalized to get the maximum
amplitude equal to 1. The interwindings’ shorting defect appears as a
spike in the HFSS simulated current curves at r/Re ¼ 0.35. The depar-
ture from linearity of the LSM response would be visible from the mis-
match in HFSS predicted and LSM measured radial scan envelopes,
but is not noticeable in our data. The individual spiral turns are evi-
dent in both sets of data, giving a good reference for position. In LSM
and HFSS data, the 2nd mode’s node position is 14 turns away from
the spiral edge, while for the 3rd mode the two nodes are located 9 and
25 turns away from the edge, respectively. The RF current curve enve-
lopes and positions of the nodes calculated in the HFSS match well
with the observed LSM data, and support the soundness of the pro-
posed LSM technique.

In summary, in this work, we proposed and demonstrated exper-
imentally a “phase-sensitive” LSM technique for the visualization of
RF currents in superconductive microwave circuits. In order to obtain
the phase contrast, we modulate the laser beam intensity at a fre-
quency synchronized with a subharmonic of the microwave signal
propagating through the circuit. The proposed technique for the
phase-sensitive imaging of the microwave currents with micrometer-
scale resolution opens ways to explore and understand a great variety
of complex RF current distributions and microwave patterns in super-
conductive circuits. The final effect of the proposed experimental

technique should be similar to the transition from scalar to vector net-
work analyzers for microwave applications.
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